
Unifying Semantic Relations Across Syntactic LevelsVivi Nastase and Stan SzpakowiczSchool of Information Technology and EngineeringUniversity of Ottawafvnastase, szpakg @site.uottawa.caAbstractWe construct a list of binary semantic rela-tions that combines three lists recognized at dif-ferent syntactic levels { multi-clause sentences,clauses, noun phrases. We identify relationsthat are the same at di�erent levels and repre-sent them in a level-independent way. We baseour construction on the fact that many syntac-tic variants express the same idea, and a linguis-tic expression displaying a semantic relation atone level may be equivalently converted ontoanother level. Uniformity of representation al-lows a thorough text analysis, since the samerelation can be recognized in many forms. Asystem trained to assign relations automaticallywill allow subsequent analysis of more complexsemantic structures.1 IntroductionWe consider semantic relations that characterizethe interaction between two occurrences1, entitiesor attributes denoted by clauses and phrases. Ourresearch project has previously identi�ed and val-idated, through manual and semi-automatic ex-periments, lists of relations at the clause, intra-clause and noun-phrase level (Delisle 94), (Barker98). These syntactic levels supply lexical andsyntactic indicators we use to analyze semi-automatically and eventually automate the as-signment of semantic relations. Semantic cluesare derived from connectives and prepositions,and lexical knowledge bases (WordNet and Ro-get's Thesaurus ). In a paragraph { one levelabove multi-clause sentences { syntactic clues arefewer and interactions between just two elementsrare; we stop at the level of base noun phrase(modi�er-noun pairs).An idea can be expressed in many ways. Thesame semantic relation can appear at di�erentsyntactic levels; the corresponding linguistic ex-pressions can be matched by compression or ex-pansion. A combined list of relations has the ad-vantages of generality and uniformity. Supervised1The term occurrence encompasses events, processes,actions, activities and accomplishments (Allen 84)

Figure 1: Semantic relations for the sentence\The system crashed because the program failed"machine learning will automate assigning seman-tic relations; it will help to have instances of a re-lation coming from more than one syntactic level.The semantic relations we work with, groupedinto 6 classes, are presented in Table 1.A semantic relation holds between certain typesof entities or occurrences. Relations that intu-itively convey the same meaning may be carriedby di�erent syntactic structures. A relation is thesame if it links the same entities or occurrencesregardless of the syntactic level. To prove thispoint, we need to analyse instances of the same(intuitively) semantic relation at di�erent syntac-tic levels. In a collection of syntactically variedexamples, we design for each relation a represen-tation independent of the syntactic level, and testit by representing expressions from some corpus.Each relation on our uni�ed list is represented bypointing at the constituents that interact in theway described by the relation (Fig.1). We do notdiscard any aspect of the original expression, justadd a layer to the parse tree. The name of thestructure characterizes mnemonically the interac-tion between constituents.Phenomena that account for expression varia-tion include compression and expansion. Severalmechanisms play a role in compressing or expand-ing an expression to match its counterpart at an-other level.



Class Relations Class Relation Class RelationCausality Cause Quality Container Participant AccompanimentEffect Content (physical) AgentDetraction Topic BeneficiaryEnablement Manner ExclusionEntailment Material Experiencer - StativePrevention Measure Experiencer - PropertyPurpose Order Experiencer - PossessorConjunctive Conjunction Equative Experiencer - PossessionDisjunction Type InstrumentTemporality Co-occurrence Space Direction ObjectFrequency Location From Object-propertyPrecedence Location To ProductTime At Location Through RecipientTime From Location PartTime Through Located WholeTime To OrientationTable 1: The uni�ed list of relations, grouped in 6 classes2 Mechanisms for ExpressionVariation2.1 DeletionIn passing from a detailed to a concise syntacticlevel, elements of the utterance may be dropped.(Levi 78) proposes nine recoverable deletable pred-icates (RDPs), �ve of which are verbs { cause,have, make, use, be. By deleting the verb theexpression becomes a noun phrase, for example:virus causes u �! u virusLevi has designed transformations that system-atically change an expression by deleting RDPs.Depending on whether the Agent or the Object inthe phrase X causes Y becomes the head noun,we obtain a noun phrase with the Cause :virusAGT causes fluOBJ $ fluOBJ virusAGTor the Effect relation: examAGT causesanxietyOBJ $ examAGT anxietyOBJThe inverse transformation would have to re-cover the deleted information. This is much lessobvious, but in the concluding remarks we suggesthow to seek �llers for slots left empty by deletion.2.2 NominalizationAnother compression mechanism is verb nominal-ization. The verb usually becomes the head of anoun phrase. (Quirk et al. 85) mention that onecan map the verb's arguments onto the modi�ersof the deverbal noun in the corresponding nounphrase. The concepts are the same (the surfacerealization has changed), so the noun-modi�er re-lations can also be mapped onto the case roles.This is also the assumption in (Hull & Gomez96), where one of the tasks is assigning thematicroles to the modi�ers of a deverbal head noun,according to the underlying verb.\Inverse nominalization" would recover theverb from its nominal form. There is no di-

rect algorithm. We work with a list of hnominalform,verbi pairs, semi-automatically extractedfrom texts. It would help to use WordNet orrather Roget's Thesaurus for links between nounand verb senses. In (Hull & Gomez 96) deverbalnouns are those with action as a hypernym.2.3 AdjectivalizationIn the example:the nation has a large debtwe adjectivalize nation to obtain national debt.A past participle can become the modi�er in anoun phrase, as in vanished treasureThe inverse operation restores the verb form ofthe word. For example:vanished treasure ! the treasure vanished2.4 SynecdocheWill be illustrated in the example on Causality.2.5 EquivalenceWill be illustrated in the example on Temporal-ity .2.6 Relations Across Levels(Givon 75), in a deeper analysis of causality,transforms a multi-clause sentence into a clause,assuming weak relatedness between the results ofthe transformation stages. In his view, a causalrelation that held between propositions now holdsbetween speci�c parts of the propositions:Pc [cause] PeAgtP c [cause] Pe by PcAgtP c [cause - V bP e] PatientP e by V bP cIn the following example:George shot the gun at the elephant, and as a re-sult, the elephant died.AgtP c is George { the real cause of the elephant'sdeath, as the agent who initiated the action.



This view suggests that it is rather the Agentin the Cause proposition that is the real cause ofthe action in the E�ect proposition Pe, which hasan e�ect on the Patient in Pe (Givon's Patientcorresponds to our Object ).While we think that in this particular exam-ple causality relations hold between two occur-rences, we agree that sometimes clause-level re-lations are better explained by considering clausecomponents other than the head verb. We willsee that this seems to be true especially for thesemantic relations in the Causality group, butthe clause-level relations grouped under Tempo-rality are clearly de�ned by the complete clauses.3 Two ExamplesClause-level relations hold between two clauses.The head of a clause is the verb, so in principlethe relation holds between the occurrences de-scribed by verbs. This however depends on therelation. Temporal relations2 respect this con-dition. They hold between the underlying actionsor events, expressed by the head verbs of the twoclauses. For Causality , this is not necessarilytrue. For example:The �le printed because the program issued acommand.The clauses are in the Cause relation, althoughprinted was not caused by issued. issued merelycauses command to appear, which will causeprinted to occur (by an unspeci�ed action).Cause and Effect are very similar. If theemphasis is on the Cause part of the relation,the relation is Cause , otherwise it is Effect. For example fluEFF virusCS (Cause ) versusviralCS fluEFF (Effect ).Our representations result from a manual anal-ysis of examples acquired manually from (Barker98), (Levi 78), and automatically from (Larrick61) and the Brown corpus. We designed addi-tional examples to display better certain phenom-ena. We manually annotated with semantic rela-tions all the examples from our list, except thosein (Barker 98).3.1 Causality - The E�ect relationEffect links two occurrences, a Cause and anE�ect . The Cause is usually an event whose un-folding causes another event or a state to occur.2We write the names of relation classes bold (Causality), relations as small caps (Cause ), and relation argumentnames italicized (Cause for \virus" in \u virus")

As Givon argues, a relation is sometimes betterdescribed by speci�c participants than by the oc-currence itself. For example:The student was anxious because he was writingan exam.The writing causes the student to be anxious.We associate the exam with some actions, but ifwe do not mention the action, the exam's e�ecton the student will be the same:The student was anxious because of the exam.The exam is now the cause of anxiety. The un-derlying action can even occur in the future { theimportant part is the exam. Now, if exams usu-ally make people anxious, we can generalize:exam anxietyThe E�ect now is a state of anxiety, caused by anunspeci�ed action involving exams.The examples illustrate the Effect relationwith a varying amount of detail. We want torepresent all instances of Effect in the sameway, regardless of their syntactic level. A slotmay remain empty if some information is miss-ing. The examples suggest that sometimes theactual Cause occurrence is only implied by one ofits parts { the Object in exam anxiety, the Agentin viral u. We consider this a phenomenon sim-ilar to synecdoche: we look at the Agent , Objectand other arguments of the main verb as part ofthe occurrence. The whole is replaced by a part.To represent Effect , the structure shouldpoint to the Cause occurrence, the E�ect occur-rence, and the INDICATOR . A pointer to anoccurrence gives access to its every attribute andargument. Our examples show, however, that theoccurrence is not always presented using a fullclause. Sometimes a part stands for the whole.We will incorporate this in the structure we de-sign. We have also found empirically that the Ef-fect occurrence is not replaced by its part. The Ef-fect element will therefore be a pointer to the headof the occurrence { a verb or a deverbal noun.We propose a slot �ller structure presented inTable 2 for the Effect relation illustrated in ourexamples. The lexeme �llers should be regardedas pointers to those lexemes in the syntactic rep-resentation of the utterance.We can extract from these representations (andfrom other examples) the common structure ofthe Effect relation, presented in Table 2.We note that some �llers are empty. This isnot a downside. Our representation encourages



The student was anxious because he was writing an exam.26664CAUSE 24OCCUR: 24V B:=STATE writeOCCUR. PART �TY PE ObjectFILLER exam �3535EFFECT �OCCUR: �V B:=STATE be anxious � �INDICATOR because 37775The student was anxious because of the exam.26664CAUSE 24OCCUR: 24V B:=STATEOCCUR. PART �TY PE CauseFILLER exam �3535EFFECT �OCCUR: �V B:=STATE be anxious � �INDICATOR because 37775exam anxiety26664CAUSE 24OCCUR: 24V B:=STATEOCCUR. PART �TY PEFILLER exam�3535EFFECT �OCCUR: �V B:=STATE anxiety � �INDICATOR 3777526664CAUSE 24OCCUR: 24V B:=STATE pointer to the cause occurrenceOCCUR. PART �TY PE occurrence elementFILLER pointer to the occurrence element �3535EFFECT �OCCUR: �V B:=STATE pointer to the effect occurrence � �INDICATOR indicator 37775Table 2: Proposed representation for the Effect relationinteresting experiments to �nd possible �llers forthe empty slots. Indicators are an obvious exam-ple. For the VERB/STATE �ller, a class of verbs(or deverbal nouns) can be associated with thatparticular occurrence part (Object /Agent ), suchthat this action causes the mentioned e�ect.3.2 TemporalityTemporal relations hold between two time inter-vals. According to the actual span of these timeintervals and their relative position on the timeaxis, we obtain di�erent relations (Allen 84). Aninterval can be expressed not only by an explicittime expression, but also by an occurrence unfold-ing in time. We can thus �nd the sameTemporalrelation at di�erent syntactic levels.Table 3 shows three examples of the TimeThrough relation and the common structure.In (Nastase 01) there is a more detailed presen-tation of each of the relations in our uni�ed list,with the proposed representation structure.4 Validating the RepresentationsThe representation structures we proposed werevalidated on our collection of examples. The al-gorithm that follows shows a semi-automatic wayof validating the patterns and the uni�ed list ofrelations. It hurts little if some noun phrases aremissed.

The band practices while others have lunch.264OCCUR: �V B:=STATE practice �INTERVAL �TY PE OCCUR.FILLER �V B:=STATE have lunch ��INDICATOR while 375The band practices during lunch hour.264OCCUR: �V B:=STATE practice �INTERVAL �TY PE DEFINITE INTERVALFILLER lunch hour �INDICATOR during 375lunch-hour practice264OCCUR: �V B:=STATE practise �INTERVAL �TY PE DEFINITE INTERVALFILLER lunch hour �INDICATOR 375264OCCUR: �V B:=STATE occurrence 1 �INTERVAL �TY PE type of intervalFILLER interval �INDICATOR indicator 375Table 3: Representation for Time Through� Tag text T using a part-of-speech tagger.(We used Brill's public-domain tagger)... the/DT plans/NNS for/IN their/PRP$ brick/NNhouse/NN by/IN the/DT river/NN ...� Let P be a set of modi�er-noun pairs fromT obtained by sliding a four-word windoww1; w2; w3; w4. w2; w3 is a modi�er-noun pairif w3 is noun, w2 is noun, adjective, or ad-verb, and w1 and w4 are not noun, adjectiveor adverb.... plans/NNS for/IN [ their/PRP$ brick/NN



house/NN by/IN ] the/DT river/NN ...�! brick/NN house/NN - is a modi�er-nounpair (base noun-phrase)� For each modi�er-noun pair np in P:{ �nd paraphrases in T . A paraphraseof np is an expression other than amodi�er-noun pair, which contains twowords derived from the two words in np.... they build houses with bricks ...{ assign semantic relations to pairs of en-tities in the paraphrase{ map the paraphrase onto the corre-sponding structureThe available corpora, including Brown, usu-ally contain numerous short texts. It is not likelyto �nd many paraphrases, as a study we per-formed on the Brown has shown. It could be morelikely to �nd paraphrases by using the Internet asa corpus. For a given modi�er-noun pair we candetermine words derived from the modi�er andthe noun, and give these words to a search engine.The use of the Internet as a resource was intro-duced by (Mihalcea & Moldovan 99), to acquirestatistical measurements of word co-occurrences.5 Conclusions and Future WorkWe will test the validity of the uni�ed list of rela-tions and the proposed representation structuresin a semi-automatic system that uses machinelearning to build a compact representation of adocument, annotated with syntactic and seman-tic information. The structures will play a role inassigning semantic relations to pairs of entities.Independence of the syntactic level increases thechance of �nding a previously annotated exampleto match the one under analysis.A slot in a pattern may be empty. This meansthat the listener can infer the �ller from whathas been already said. We can analyze possibletransformations, recoverable deletable predicates(in the spirit of (Levi 78)) or classes of entities(by generalizing in an ontology) { which should�ll empty slots.Our representations could be used to collectpatterns and help prove or disprove our hypothe-ses about the existence of systematic transitionsbetween syntactic levels. We can postulate oper-ations that, when applied to an expression, pro-duce a semantically related expression at a dif-ferent syntactic level, and then test them using

our representation by comparing patterns. Se-mantic relations may subcategorize for classes ofentities just as verbs subcategorize for arguments.The analysis of patterns extracted from text couldbring evidence to support or reject this hypothe-sis. We do not argue that such operations can orshould be applied to all expressions.We also want to use this representation to an-alyze the change of semantic relations when theutterances are changed by deletion, as discussedin Section 2. If a verb is deleted, we want to seehow the case relations change, and what they cor-respond to in the newly formed noun phrase.Text analysis aims to represent the knowledgecontained in the text so that it can be accessedand used for reasoning, learning and other pur-poses. A uni�ed list of relations will help build amore concise representation of the text, becauseconcepts and relations between them will be iden-ti�ed regardless of the surface form in which theyappear. Concepts will not have to be duplicated,and only new links between them will be added.Accessing a node in such a representation will giveaccess to a variety of syntactic and semantic in-formation in a format that supports processing.6 AcknowledgementsPartial funding for this work comes from NSERC.References(Allen 84) J. F. Allen. Towards a General Theory of Actionand Time. Arti�cial Intelligence, 23:123{154, 1984.(Barker 98) K. Barker. Semi-Automatic Recognition of Se-mantic Relationships in English Technical Texts. Un-published PhD thesis, Department of Computer Science,University of Ottawa, 1998.(Delisle 94) S. Delisle. Text Processing Without a-prioriDomain Knowledge: Semi-Automatic Linguistic Anal-ysis for Incremental Knowledge Acquisition. Unpub-lished PhD thesis, Department of Computer Science,University of Ottawa, 1994.(Givon 75) T. Givon. Cause and Control. Syntax andSemantics, 4:59{89, 1975.(Hull & Gomez 96) R.D. Hull and F. Gomez. SemanticInterpretation of Nominalizations. In Proc. ThirteenthNational Conference on AI, pages 1062{1068, Portland,Oregon, USA, 1996.(Larrick 61) N. Larrick. Junior Science Book of Rain, Hail,Sleet and Snow. Garrard Publishing Company, Cham-paign, IL, 1961.(Levi 78) J. N. Levi. The Syntax and Semantics of ComplexNominals. Academic Press, NY, 1978.(Mihalcea & Moldovan 99) R. Mihalcea and D. I.Moldovan. A Method for Word Sense Disambiguationof Unrestricted Text. In Proc. 37th annual meeting of
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